Sage - Faskomilo

Sage Faskomilo

25 gr. From the White Mountains of Crete

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price:
Variant price modifier:
Base price with tax: 3,50 €
Price with discount: 3,27 €
Salesprice with discount:
Sales price: 3,50 €
Sales price without tax: 3,27 €
Discount:
Tax amount: 0,23 €

Ask a question about this product

Description
A herb that was sacred for the ancient Greeks. Romans named it the <>.
Our ancestors believed it had healing properties ,that it provided longevity , stimulated the mind and body but it was also useful against snake
bites.
In Crete it is used mainly for the preparation of beverages, while in the rest of Europe it is used mostly as a spice , because of the strong,
slightly bitter taste, it releases.
When used in Cretan cuisine , it is mostly used in smoking the meat.
{tip Please note::The information on the medicinal properties of herbs and diseases, which are contained in this site, originate
from folk habits and traditions, speculations passed on from one generation to the next, and have not been
studied scientifically in depth
THEY ARE NOT MEDICAL ADVICE,
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PRESCRIPTION OR SUSPENSION OF MEDICINAL TREATMENT.
Use the herbs in moderation since according to the individual's system some herbs can cause side
effects or interact with other medicinal products and it is not recommended to replace medicine
with the use of any herb.
For any disease and treatment
YOU MUST ALWAYS CONSULT WITH YOUR PHYSICIAN!}How to use:{/tip}
It prevents perspiration. It is a cure for the inflammation of the mouth, the throat and tonsils.It acts as a catalyst to the cough and facilitates
digestion. Its use should be avoided by nursing and pregnant women. It prevents perspiration. It is a cure for the inflammation of the mouth, the
throat and tonsils. It acts as a catalyst to the cough and facilitates digestion. Its use should be avoided by nursing and pregnant women.
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